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The jews are coming in a bit late with this censorship. They have been exposed to
the world. Quite frankly I am wondering right now if most people that use or have
used  the  internet,  haven't  fell  on  some material  that  reveals  the  jews.  And it's
entirely impossible to censor this now.

The jews used the week of the Hannukah to pull this attack on humanity. This is the
week ongoing now. Another cohencidence?

Totally out of time, I had to post this. Obviously many of us are extremely angry. We
did whatever we could. We cannot be carrying the whole world on our backs all the
time, even if we do this, and just remember, everything backfires in the end to the
enemy. This will backfire too. The jews show they are panicking. When it comes to
Net Neutrality, the issue is, there are many interests involved. It cannot go down to
the snap of a finger. However this removes a protection barrier from the internet.

But let's be honest now. For people like us here, with our 'beliefs', is it likely that the
government  would  protect  our  rights  of  free  speech?  We  are  against  anything
illegal, but many people 'up there' believe they themselves are the law, in that they
want to suppress minorities and people with whom they disagree or simply don't
like. So they censor material regardless. They don't care about the Constitution, the
bill of rights, or the rights of all human beings to express themselves. These are all
a  hoard  of  crap  for  them.  The jews have constantly  been pushing  for  policies
directly against the Bill of Rights, to name one example.

So  what  change  that  lays  off  the  internet  does  the  government  really  make?
Probably  none.  So  called  'providers'  and  so  called  'hosting  companies'  have
consistently putting obstacles in our way. And we have been ongoing for more than
15 years now.

In the case where the enemy blocks or 'times out' our websites (which they have
been doing regardless) we will just be raising new ones. For every measure there is
a  counter-measure.  We  have  been  working  on  this  for  3  weeks  now,  without
stopping,  to  provide  these  for  everyone.  We  have  also  been  countering  other
attacks such as the library etc. These require labor and a lot of time to get fixed.
This is also why I have had delays, did post here only infrequently, and lastly some
astro orders have been majorly delayed. This is total war right here.

Many jews think they are winning this 'war' against the Goyim. This is obvious in
how they, in a dictatorship move, decided on the 14th of December to attempt to
pass rogue legislation in the Free World about censoring the Internet.

The jews of course, do not care if they are hated. They are used to it, because this
has been ongoing for  centuries.  Hate makes them sweat,  even afraid,  but  that
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doesn't mean they will stop doing what they are doing. This is impossible. In the
same way a serial killer has to keep killing anyone who comes after their tracks,
and of course, clean their tracks, the same way is that of jewish psychology.

In the same way, the internet has tracked the tracks of jewish crimes, for centuries
in the past. And let's not forget the internet is not some random entity, but actually, a
community created by the inhabitants of the earth.

The jews are actively becoming more hated in the world. Not because the world is
hateful,  as  because  the  world  is  really  docile  anymore.  But  because  they  are
pushing it and spitting directly in the faces of people.

Due  to  the  alien  character  of  the  jews,  they  want  to  get  'up  there'  and  show
everyone  how they  are  ruling  the  world,  how they  don't  give  a  shit  to  change
country legislations because Ajit  Pai was a Verizon lawyer so 14 years later he
decided to benefit his mommy Verizon by giving them the ability to profit immensely
by skyrocketing internet prices.

I bet he is sitting in his office now, with his huge and 'convincing smiles', thinking
about how paying personal favors is so nice. And how good it  will  be for those
whom, he doesn't even know about why, pushed him to take this decision. To make
him go down one of the most hated people in history and who has opened the door
for great crimes to one of the biggest inheritances of the planet, the internet. For
what? I highly doubt him, and many others can see the giant mistakes they are
doing.

To them it may be a riddle (if we are to assume they are innocent) but to the jews,
they grovel in that there is one further opening to destroy and wreck freedom even
more. Every little depriving of Freedom is actually beneficial to the jews.

As Hitler stated, if you want to enslave a people, just rob freedoms little by little.
Nothing  blatant.  Just  little  by  little,  nobody  noticing,  until  they  are  completely
enslaved. The internet has given the ability to people to see these little 'changes',
that they could never see before. Would anyone but congressmen and a chosen
few people around the White House, ever know of any similar legislation before?
Hitler was writing this to typically alert to how the jews operate. One century later,
he stays fresh and relevant as ever.

Arguably, most of humans didn't know how to read back then, let alone to read
legislation. Today, people can know these things.

How the jews have separated themselves from other people, is through financial
context.  The "Rich"  anymore,  means largely,  the jews.  This  is  the first  state  of
jewish dictatorship, that of the 'rich' against the poor. They just mask themselves
amongst the rich people anymore, as they own much wealth in the world. Then they
drop the mask and just typically claim it: "we are jews".



Until this state they transfer the rights to the 'rich', which is essentially empowering
themselves, and possibly 10% of asleep Gentiles who are too busy trying to live the
high life rather than minding anything important or giving a shit about society at all.
So  everything  is  under  control.  Then,  they  drift  into  Communism,  where  they
completely eliminate the 10% of Rich Gentiles who can possibly compete with them
on the higher levels, higher education, or take political power from them etc. So
they become zero over time.

Long story short,  I  remember being in a speech where a jew was arguing that
people weren't doing 'conscious use' of the internet, and how it needs to be closed
to most people. He went on and on about how regulations and impositions should
be used. This typically means the jews want to close everyone out of the internet,
and only themselves to have access on it. Since they can't say this as they will be
killed in the open, they instead find more technical ways to try to keep people out,
such as this attempt to make the internet extremely expensive.

The jews also feel that they are 'up there', way beyond the reach of the average
person, and all too confident in their ability to control the Goyim, always devising
new methods. However the escalation of jewish defeat is really showing in that they
are losing, out of all the crap traps they created, a small percent of people. Imagine
this as an array of filters. People keep falling from filter to filter.

First,  they  understand  bad  guys  run  the  world.  Then,  they  go  deeper  and
understand it's not just bad guys, but bad guys with motives. Then they dig the
rabbit  hole  deeper  and  deeper,  filtering  each  level  with  stupid  and  fake  ass
revolutionaries,  and  the  bravest  people  reach  the  bottom,  which  is  a  pure
awakening. Many people try to plaster on the higher levels, but they still oppose the
jews, albeit not directly- so turning people towards freedom always guarantees that
they will be opposed to the jews in one way or another.

However for any effective reaction, there is more knowledge that is needed. These
late generations are too comfortable, too naively thinking everything will last forever
(such as the case of the internet) and the probability of social failure or the world
going to shit looks like a very distant dream.

People need to keep getting enlightened. As the enemy devises methods to keep
people blind, we must find methods and do our little or big actions to get people to
wake up. Safely and with subtlety, for most of us.

The jews are affirming what was once "Conspiracy theory", "Hate Speech", "Nazism
Censorship" and all other 'paradoxes' as real and legit. Nobody is really questioning
their influence anymore. This means that the more they get exposed, the more they
will  get  in  war  with  humanity,  ironically,  through humanities  own countries,  own
people, own family, own brains, and own states, weapons and nations.

At this rate, the enemy will go down and will sink all the more. Let them show to the
world what kind of freedom hating entities they are. Let them censor the internet
more,  and let  them attempt  to  castrate  humanity.  Too much peace has  people



sleeping, but attacking their freedom as the jewish virus does, is exactly what will
kick the immune system of humanity to start combating this danger. The RTR's will
make sure of this.

HAIL SATAN!!!

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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